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SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe are
most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider:
Public health, Young people and children, Criminal activity, Mental health, Education, Public safety, Social
impacts, Accessing and using cannabis
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Individual
Are there any additional themes we should consider?
Tax financial benefits
YOUR SUBMISSION
There is very little down side to this as has been showed in other country’s. there are health benefits, financial benefits aswell as crime benefits. We legally sell the most damaging drug of all alcohol however due to
social norms this is allowed and to an extent encouraged in our culture. People that are dead against ideas
such is this are generally uneducated on the subject and and believe religiously in what they were told as
kids that drugs are bad without even understand what the word drug means. The financial benefit especially at the moment with government debts been and an all time high can not be underestimated and may
provide a legitimate opportunity to massively raise revenue with the addition or increasing of tax’s. This is
the opposite of how things work and the moment with large amounts of money and police time wasted on
people that use and that are assisted with cannabis. It is time for use to grow up and move on from this
time of prohibition and to start seeing this as an opportunity rather than a problem. Thank you
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
Select all that apply.
Do you think there should there be restrictions on the use of cannabis? :
Personal use of cannabis should be legal. Sale of cannabis should be legal and regulated. Cultivation of cannabis for personal use should be legal.
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